Expert Insights No. 2
Employers, Make Us Want to Work With You!
- Another outside-the-box view...give us your take!
- How do companies come across during interviews?
- Is recruiting a profession in its own right?
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Employers, Make Us Want to Work With You!
All too often, our candidates tell us about preposterous interviews they’ve had the past.
I say "preposterous" because the power dynamics between the employer and (potential)
employee led the former to ask questions I see as crossing the line: asking about
candidates' private lives, their personal plans, where they come from, and so on. There are
also the bizarre questions I associate with recruiting "psychics" who follow their hunches
rather than the facts. I don't hold with questions that are meant to throw candidates off
their game or test their ability to react to the unexpected – queries like "If you were an
animal, what animal would you be?", "How many times a day do the hands on a clock
line up?", "Can you show me your planner?" (provided they use a paper planner, of
course!) and so forth.
To me, questions that lead to genuine conversations are much better, as I believe that
you can learn a lot more about a person if you put them at ease.
- Image counts
Today, good interviews are more important than ever, as they are part of the image a
company projects to the world. Candidates will talk about their interviews outside their
immediate circle, using social networks to praise, or criticise, their experience.
This is how interviewed candidates become brand ambassadors! You need to be
aware of the messages you are sending during the interview. Keep it professional and
make it a conversation between equals (rather than "I'm the employer and I have the final
say – the candidate has to win me over").
Keeping in mind that the point is to determine if the candidate is a good fit for the
position, a modern interview involves talking about experiences and trends. It’s a dialogue
where each side learns about the other, even if it doesn’t necessarily result in a signed
employment contract. When the interview is over, the candidate should remember it as a
pleasant conversation.
Both participants, the candidate as well as the potential employer, can stop the
process at any moment, meaning that the power is shared. Why would anyone want to
go in saying "I'm the one with the power here" and use every opportunity to get under the
candidate's skin?
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- A profession in its own right
The purpose of an interview is to determine whether the candidate is the right fit for the
company's needs. It's not as easy as it looks, since you have to evaluate hard and soft skills
in one short conversation.
And yet, people tend to think that they don't need special training to conduct
interviews. Interviewers often choose candidates based on a gut feeling, without taking
the time to consider what the key skills for the position are or how to confirm that the
candidates have them.
Selecting candidates based on spur-of-the-moment interviews can make for
challenging on-boarding periods, during which employers end up disappointed because
they had wrongly assumed the candidates had certain skills – due to the positions the
candidate had held, how long they had been working, and so forth.
I encourage our clients to clearly explain what they are looking for and to avoid making
assumptions: "I'm sure that if they didn't meet their objectives they would say so", "I'm sure
that if they didn't want to relocate to Luxembourg with their family they wouldn't have
signed with us", "I'm sure that if they had trouble managing their team, they wouldn't have
applied for a managerial position", and so on.
Interviewers should not underestimate what it takes to prepare for these interviews if
they want to make sure they are selecting candidates based on their skills. Don't be afraid
to ask candidates to talk about examples from their own work history, rather than forming
an opinion based on a projection of your own experiences, successes and frustrations.
I give our candidates similar advice about preparing, as they often say they rely on gut
feelings in interviews.
All this is not to say that there is no place for spontaneity or "straight talk" in an interview.
I like to challenge candidates with questions that are targeted and tough and that might
even push their buttons, all without losing that sense of consideration that is so important
to the process.
Companies, it’s up to you to get your team (line managers and HR) up to speed with
their interviewing skills so that we want to come work for you!
By Gwladys Costant
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By Gwladys Costant
J’encourage nos clients à formuler clairement leur demande et éviter de supposer les
choses : « j’imagine que s’il n’avait pas atteint ses objectifs, il me l’aurait dit », « j’imagine
que s’il ne voulait pas se relocaliser à Luxembourg avec sa famille, il n’aurait pas signé un
contrat avec nous», « j’imagine que s’il avait eu des problèmes de management avec
son équipe, il n’aurait pas postulé pour un rôle de manager » etc…
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Par conséquent, les intervieweurs ne doivent pas sous- estimer la préparation de leurs

entretiens pour verrouiller la sélection des candidats sur base de leurs compétences. Il ne
faut pas hésiter à demander des exemples situationnels vécus par les candidats et ne pas
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fonder un avis sur la projection de son propre vécu, succès, frustrations. Je donne un
conseil de préparation similaire aux candidats qui nous disent régulièrement aller en
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underscores the firm's greatest strength – the independence to operate freely.
Néanmoins, la spontanéité et le « parler vrai » ont toute leur place. J’aime challenger
les candidats par des questions précises, percutantes voire provocatrices, mais sans
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provide
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• Free to live up to the values in the codes of ethics for our industry, our clients and our
candidates.
“At GoToFreedom, we have built our reputation and forged lasting relationships with
clients and partners through our unique approach and our ability to successfully
complete challenging assignments.”
“Our partners trust us because they know that we always strive for excellence and we
never rest on our laurels.”
A precise, thorough methodology is the key to a successful search process. At GTF, we
deploy our I2APG methodology for our markets and our global search assignments,
reaping the benefits of an international network cultivated for over fifteen years by
Gwladys Costant and her teams.
––
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